Klee’s Steal Home
Sixth inning
Beat Illinois 1-0

By United Press
Urbana, Ill. (Far Easter),
The climax of the game was the
second inning by
Hanaford, Ohio State center for the 5th
time the Ohio State Buckeyes
beat the Purdue Boilermakers,
a score of 1-0. As the win
in the frame and the Buckeyes
made the double for the win, which
bleached Illinois out of the run-
ning for the Big Ten Title.

It was Klee who defeated Illinois
football last year in a long run.
Harry "Great Scott" Woodcock,
searched the wildcat, whileondered for
Ohio State with Herbert Stein
Head coach.

THREE ELECTIONS - SET FOR FRIDAY
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The Sigma Phi Lambda chapter at the Burkley hotel attended by present and former initiates: Charles N. McCall, Sigma Chi fraternity, announces the following event: M. K. Roberts, Knoxville, Ill., will be with the Western Electric of Chicago, Ill., and in Illinois will make a public lecture before an audience of fifty. The lecture will be held at the University club at 7:30 in liberal arts building on May 16 and 17.

**Extra Credits During Summer Vacation**

You have been valedictorians and salutatorians, with the demand for these degrees now having reached such a high level. You are now the leaders of this new generation. We humbly request that you use your influence for the betterment of mankind in the future. We urge you to educate yourselves and develop your talents to the fullest extent possible.

**N.U. SUMMER SESSION ON THE WOODS OF LAKE MICHIGAN**

The N.U. Summer Session on the Woods of Lake Michigan will take place from July 1st to 31st. This session aims to provide students with a unique educational experience in a natural setting. For more information, please contact N.U. Summer Session office.

**Abnormal Auricular Alimentation**

The abnormal alimentation of the auricle has attracted the attention of many physicians. The cause of this condition is not fully understood, but it is believed to be associated with the presence of certain bacteria in the ear canal.

**Painting is Enjoyable**

Painting is a relaxing and enjoyable hobby. It can be a great way to express your creativity and stress-relieve. If you are interested in painting, there are many classes and workshops available in the area. You can also find painting supplies and materials at local art stores.

**As Permanent Cure**

The following natural remedy was recommended by a well-known herbalist:

1. Collect a sample of fresh mint leaves.
2. Boil the leaves in water for 10 minutes.
3. Strain the liquid and allow it to cool.
4. Apply the solution to the affected ear.

This remedy is believed to be effective in treating ear infections and other ear problems.

**Power Production Concerns Bid For Iowa E. E. Seniors**

The electrical engineering students at Iowa State University are currently working on several power production projects. They are exploring new methods of energy generation and conservation. For more information, please contact the electrical engineering department.

**Unusual Opportunities for Professional Education in Architecture**

Washington University, because of its urban location, offers unique opportunities for specialized education involving certain professional lines. In addition to splendid laboratories and physical equipment, libraries contain more than a quarter of a million volumes, and the student has at his disposal all the facilities of a large city for the practical application of the theories taught in the classroom.

**Summer Time Frocks**

And you'll find that the Ritestyle, always alert to meet the demand for apparel of authentic style, has anticipated your needs in a most delightful way.

**Dresses You'll Wear Without Delight**

Light weight, airy silks in printed, embroidered and beaded effects. Linens, French gingham, ratines, hand-made voiles and other favored Summertime fabrics in styles of the moment.

**Sweaters and Skirts**

Most pronounced is the vogue for this distinctive combination of the classic sweater and polka dot skirts in many models and color effects of alluring charm.

**Ritestyle**

The UNIVERSITY THEATRE presents

**THE COPPERHEAD**

An American Play by AUGUSTUS THOMAS

Wednesday and Thursday

Overture 7:45 p.m.

Admission $1.00

Reservations made in advance should be called for before 7 p.m. today, Tuesday. Persons who did not file applications for reservations may secure seats at the general sale.

General sale opens tomorrow, May 16, 9 a.m. at The Iowa Supply Co.
BRITISH HOUSE IS ENTHRALLED BY POET TONE

Speck By "Jim" Wolkah

Gives Vivid Feat.

Of Miner

By United News.

London, October 28 (UPI) - Incredibly-ravishingly

magnificent scenario's, the British House of Commons has been

enthralled by the maiden effort of a Welsh miner.

The world's famous oratory and office for the
discussion of Victorian history has apparently

been taken by storm by a young Welsh"hewer of

coal" who gave the House a new "second impression" that was

a happy home.

The House sat enthralled while the "poet" poured

forth his "penn"s" poem. And even the words that

shed tears as he recited his "sacred" ode.
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Hawkeyes lose slow game to Michigan Nine

Duhon is Knocked Out of Box in Fourth And Is Relieved by Marshall

(By Rod Gordon)

Maintaining a game but losing throughout nine bitters in the first inning of losing but honest play yesterday afternoon, the Old Gold was bound to lose its head before the Gophers conference-leading Michigan nine in the first inning of play around a similar record from New York afternoon of yesterday afternoon for the sum of 5 to 1.

The Michigan sleepers, led by Captain R. W. Funkhouser and Shackleford, jumped on "Chick" Duvall, who started the contest, the first base, in the second game, and the Iowa hurler to retire in the fourth inning and not come back.

At several points in the game, as during the third inning, and no team was able to make a showing in the rally with the series of games, but there was something to meet before the rally was of a rally of games.

With the score now at 1-0, the Maroons played a fourth inning and got only one run against Marshall. The Old Gold hit a single, single, single, single, and a second single.

Shackleford started the game, but Hicks died a loss. The Maroons went to the plate and led in the second game, and Hicks ended the inning with striking out Hicks. He died on the third point and Hicks was out on the first.

Another good opportunity was lost in the first inning, when St. Louis had the bases loaded and Hurlbut on first and third, as Hicks was out on the second.

But the game ended with St. Louis when Marshall and Hicks were given free passes to first and second, respectively and no one made a run.

Another point was lost in the seventh inning, when St. Louis had the bases loaded and Hurlbut on first and third, as Hicks was out on the second.

But the game ended with St. Louis when Marshall and Hicks were given free passes to first and second, respectively and no one made a run.

MARSHALL MEN DEFEAT BUCKEYES

(Chicago, Ill.)

Chicago, May 14—The University of Chicago tennis team won four singles matches and a doubles match from the Buckeyes of Ohio State in the morning of Saturday afternoon. The Buckeyes were no match for the Maroons who won with ease.

CHICAGO U. GOLDFERS CONQUER MONTANA HORTON

(But Shackleford)

Chicago, May 14—Maroons got a break noon day luncheon meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, which was hung up in an important matter during the morning of Saturday afternoon and was run off after breakfast this afternoon, in the field of 11,500.

Each team will be presented by the six men who will each run 165 miles.
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GERMANY WILL GIVE FRANCE A NEW OFFER

Cuno And His Cabinet Think England's Beliefs Unwarranted

(By United News)

Berlin, May 14.—Germany will follow the advice of Great Britain and make a new reparations offer to France.

Charles Cuno and his colleagues, who envisioned as Britain's answer to the thirty billion mark reparations offer, are inclined to be displeased with the tone of the note which is expected in a governmental circular as an unwarranted feature in Germany.

Despite this, the Berlin government apparently regards the soundness of the advice of Britain and has decided to call on the advice of Great Britain and to prepare in the liberal arts drawing for only a year, to be served in the astronomy department is one of the few that receives telegraphic reports from Harvard in as much as any new discovery is made. All discoveries are immediately reported to Harvard when made.

Discovery Of Comet Reported Last Week; Announced As Error

The discovery of a new comet as announced in many papers late last week was later found to be false according to a telegram received from the Harvard observatory.

The entire meeting will be a picnic for all members and new-comers.

Next Monday: From the last times magazine story—

"DRIVEN" with a great cast including

CHARLES MACK
(Courtesy D. W. Griffith)

From the Press Compositon magazine story—

ALSO
2 Reel Comedy
"FATE PULLIN"

Last Week's News

"SOULS FOR SALE"

New comets, reported the discovery of this one but later found it was a misprint. While unserviceability is only spoken of in this edition, yet it is anticipated many discoveries will be made by those who are continually engaged in research.

A telegram received yesterday reported the discovery of a new star in the constellation of Cygnus in the lower northeastern part of the heavens by Prof. Andrews of the University of Pennsylvania observatory.

The star is of the 5th magnitude and will probably remain visible to the naked eye for seven days. These temporary stars, visible at the most for only a year, are named either by the elevation of two letters or as the internal explosion of one.

The Iowa university observatory and astronomy department is one of the few that receives telegraphic reports from Harvard in as much as any new discovery is made. All discoveries are immediately reported to Harvard when made.

It Roars! It Pounds! It Crashes! It Thundered! It Rushes and Careens through a hundred soul-tingling episodes of staggering drama and then, like the crack of doom, breaks wide open in one of the most thrilling, dramatic and scenic sequences ever flung before the eye of man.

Corning Friday

Duncan's Band

"One of the best bands in Vaudeville"
Plan Now To See It

LISTEN!

Here is a picture you'll want to see.—A picture you'll be glad to remember! It has been unanimously welcomed by every great New York critic as the Dramatic Event of the year. It's present reality is unfortunately appealing —The wild characteristics of its remarkable cast will live forever in your memory.

I want YOU to see this picture. I agree unhesitatingly with the reviewer in the N. Y. Morning Telegraph who says: 'It's promising to be able to recommend 'Driven' as one of the finest pictures We Have Ever Seen.'

(Signed)

THOS. A. BROWN, Mgr. Strand Theater.

"DRIVEN"

Naturally and convincingly interpreted by Charles Mack (who looks like Richard Barthelmes, acts like John Barrymore) courtesy of D. W. Griffith, Burr McIntosh, Elinor Fair, Emily Fitzwill and George Bancroft.
TAKING DOWN HIS DIPLOMA

The Stagecrafet Shop

ROBERT SCHEMANSKE

The Stagecrafet Shop! Even the name is intriguing and when you read the credits at the entrance of the theatre, all Victorian street lamps, tall firs, shadows, had finished setting and the door of the stage is opened a crack, you can see that it is a work of art. Despite the vast selection of plays available, the most popular genre is comedy. The play that is currently being produced is a comedy set in the American West. The mood is light and the audience seems to be enjoying themselves. The performers are said to be very talented and their chemistry on stage is evident. The set design is impressive with detailed attention to detail, and the costumes are a mix of historical and period costumes. The lighting is soft and warm, creating a cozy atmosphere. The audience is laughing and the actors are in sync, making the performance a success. The audience is in high spirits and the energy of the performance is contagious. It is a night of laughter and joy as the cast and crew bring this play to life on the stage.
To the Editor:

OtiS

To the entertainers did not matter Duch, for ness ing themselves. There are persons he doesn't care where; but when for the fullest enjoyment of but they did a deal of harm. And, vine sort. What he wants is a can
dents give

They neither got nor lost anything and he doesn't want any clinging

It

The simple fact is that some

mean. No doubt they lost notb-

The Remaining Stock of $5.00 Portis Felt Hats will be sold at $4.00 in order to close out the entire lot to make room for new straw hats.

$3.00

Felt Hats At

$4.00

Strawberries, op. 14, nos. 2; Allegro; Allegretto; Moc Masters; etc.

Indian Lessau; Denes-Kröner; Barchi; Warren; Minn. Herbert; Red Song; Pacheco; The Swiss; Pacheco; JuanSegui; Benito; Säckler.

Savoy; op. 6, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18; Chart; Be-
groden; MacQuaid--Miss Allaby.

Claims No Bugle

Charged Call of Famous Brigade

London, May 14 (By radio).—One history's little mysteries, "Who gave the trumpet signal for the change of the Light Brigade at Bal-

"John McDill, an instrument

maker, who claimed that he made the trumpet on which Major Jay sounded the change for the Light Brigade at Balaklava.

Pennington often thrilled audiences at Balaklava day celebrations by

Movie Calendar

ENGLISH

Forte

"50 Cents An Hour"

"Round Up"

"Rubber Sole"

PASTOR

"Within the Law"

GARDEN

The year's annualel "Weekend Limited"

WANTED

SHOE SALESWOMAN WANTED

with experience to sell footwear

Dubuque or

189.

203, Men's

541

$1.00. Ushers

Wholesale only.

27 announced the death at Drog-heda

of one of the

Helen Roberts, violinist, in recital

this evening at

1304 Washington,

April 15 (By mail).

"John

Gladstone. Pennington

was the favorite

Major

at 1868 and was the favorite

DEVLIN.

We have no what wanted

in an appointing way that will

surely appeal to you.

EGYPT INSPIRES

The New Dresses for Summer

Frocks of Printed Silks still hold Fashion Swany and deserve so new each shipment of Frocks brings

new developments in prints. They are less obvious and in design and therefore

more intracting. Equal-

ly attractive to the modern girl who is choosing a Frock suitable to the wide range of informal affairs should prove these plain of silks and crepe effectively trim-

med with popular tartans, and, rippling laces.
Strange Courts And Cold Weather Prove Hooloo of Iowa Men

The Minnesota tennis team held the Iowa court in a tie in their second conference meet of the year at Minneapolis Saturday. Swenson was the only one of the four Minnesotans who won his single match but Iowa won both doubles matches.

Cold weather and gravel courts kept the boys from playing their usual game. The Hawkeyes could not keep up a winning pace as snow was slow in getting started on the strange courts.

Swenson played number one for Iowa, winning from Fitzsimmons 6-2, 6-2. Beck won number two from Laughlin, 6-4, 6-3.

The doubles Swenson and Jones won from Fitzsimmons and Brus 6-3, 6-4. and Shanks and McLaughlin, 6-3, 8-6.

The next conference meet will be held with Chicago Saturday at 10 a.m.

PLAN FOR ERECTION OF OBSERVATORY

Work in Astronomy Is Badly Handicapped, With Its Present Facility

Plans for a new observatory, the equal of any in the state to be constructed, are in the process of preparation rapidly according to Hamilton W. Jeffers, professor of astronomy. While a definite site has not yet been selected, the building will be located on the west campus. The cost of construction will be near $14,000.

A new observatory on a high elevation with an unobstructed view of the heavens has long been needed. Present building is not only very small but has a tall building on one side and overhanging trees on the other so that it is almost impossible to bring the telescope to bear on any of the stars of the heavens except that of the north pole star.